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{Characters}

1) “Isaac Frankenberg”,
“Frankenstein”:-

-An English Jewish man, the
father of [Dr. Frank, Judge &
Undertaker] and their sisters, the
grandfather of [Frank, Rorschach,
Bane, Venom, Viper, Shawn & Victor],
left his family with his elder sister,
“Victoria”, became “Walter’s” assistant
and the first man to be experimented
on using the chemical serum named
the “Green Goo”, joined the British
“Death” squad before and during WWII,
joined the “SOE” during the war and
the “MI6” after the war and worked for
“Shaw” in secret ops allover the world,
worked for the “Community” families
in the Middle-East covering their dirty
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jobs and suspicious funds to special
spies in the Arab countries, besides to
money laundering and weapons
smuggling, the first “Frankenstein”
monster, responsible of several
assassinations and dirty jobs in a lot of
places around the glob; specially in the
Middle-East, died because of a sudden
stroke in January 6th 2004…

2) “Moshe Frankenberg” & “Eliana
Frankenberg”:-

-An English Jewish couple, the
father and mother of [Isaac, Victoria &
Ephraim], “Moshe” used to abuse his
family and wife which forced
“Victoria” & “Isaac” to escape and take
their chances in life, specially when
“Victoria” shot her dad by mistake,
“Eliana” never forgot her kids but had
nothing to do for them, “Eliana” died
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during the Nazis bombings during
WWII with all “Isaac’s” siblings; except
“Ephraim”, “Moshe” got shot by
“Victoria” while she was defending her
mother and herself…

3) “Victoria Frankenberg”:-

-An English Jewish woman,
“Isaac’s” elder sister, took good care of
her brother till he became 16 and
“Walter” took care of him and her,
turned to Christianity and became an
important member of the Evangelical
church, was “Victor’s” girlfriend and
she liked him, volunteered to be a
medic in the British army during WWII,
had an important role in the Egyptian
Evangelic church when she was sent to
“Egypt” to support and fund the
churches there; where she was infected
and died with typhoid…
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4) “Harry Walter”, “Versteckt”:-

-An Irish-German doctor and
scientist, born in 1890, created and
modified the “Green Goo” and made it
suitable to be used on humans, with
“Rumple’s” help he created a demonic
solution that made him reveal his evil
side and gave him superpowers,
became a member in the British
“Death” squad during WWII, helped
the Americans to create their monster
with some help from “Klaus Lehnsherr”
and other German scientists from the
war time; and helped “Isaac” to kill it
later the same night, became the head
of the “Tower” organization, died in
1985…
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5) “Orest Volgin”:-

-A Soviet Commander, used to be
violent and cruel, was managing a
military camp where special
experiments were made, during one of
the EMP tests; a mistake happened and
a pulse exploded in the camp and
killed everyone except him but since
that time he became in control of
electricity and electromagnetic power
besides to super strength and agility;
despite his maims, later became a
member in the Soviet crew of specialists
collected by Commander “Olga
Maxim”, planned to bomb “USA” with
nuclear heads using his special project
of nuclear tanks, “Shagohod”,
murdered by “Rowan”; during a decoy
military operation in “Astana”…
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6) “Klaus Lehnsherr”:-

-A German scientist, a mad genius,
believed that he can give life to the
dead by electricity and electric
conductive fluid he developed next to
the chemical compound, the “Green
Goo”, the experiment didn’t succeed
and “Hitler” didn’t have time; so he
was ordered to work on the compound
and make the super soldier project in
effect as soon as possible, later he
managed all labs and workshops
feeding the “Nazi’s” forces during WWII,
after the war; he was taken by the
Americans when they knew that he
worked on creating the Nazi “Beast”
creature and was asked to make
another one for the Americans, died by
his own new creation; the “Thing”, in
1946’s Christmas eve…
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7) “Graham Shaw”:-

-A British man from a rich family,
the head of the “MI6” till the war
ended; then he managed the division’s
secret recruitment of specialists, the
uncle of “Jonathan Shaw” and his
brothers [Edward & Charles] who were
known in the future by the names of
[The Comedian & The Goblin], was
interested in human enhancements
and mutants, was the direct
commander of the British “Death”
squad, became one of “Churchill’s”
consultants during WWII and had a
place in the “Cabinet War Room”,
retired in 1975 by the age of 90, died
4 years later after complications with
his liver…
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8) “Vivian Moreau”:-

-A French secret agent, a spy of
some sort, “Hylaria’s” grandmother,
had the power of seeing the future in
her dreams only; not while awake,
became a member in the British
“Death” squad, her parents died
during WWII and later she joined the
French resistance, after the war she
lived in “Marseille” and got
introduced to someone Egyptian and
married him, her daughter was born
there but after “Vivian’s” death; the
girl went to “Egypt” and lived there
with her father and got married to
another Egyptian man, that’s how
“Hylaria” ended up as an Egyptian girl
living in “Egypt”…
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9) “Deckard Jordan”, “Iron Fist”:-

-A British “MI6” agent, one of
“Shaw’s” first recruits, in 1932; he was
in an operation in “Iceland” as a
private and the locals gave him a ring
as an appreciation gift because he was
good to them, the ring had the power of
giving its user super strength in the arm
possessing the ring, giving the user a
super punch, the power to lift a truck
or stop a speeding train but only with
the hand having the ring, a member in
the British “Death” squad, joined the
British forces during WWII and headed
the “SOE” division during the
“D-Day”, was found dead during
operation “Goodwood” in “Normandy”
in July 1944…
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10) “Karl Fischer”:-

-A German soldier, the first man
to be experimented on in “Germany”
and survive, but he was maimed
completely during the experiments and
had to be masked, became “Hitler’s”
special guard and became his favourite
soldier enough to award him the ‘Iron
Cross’, during WWII; he became a
slaughterer war leader and his war
crimes were numerous, got promoted to
a Major rank in late 1942, murdered
by “Isaac” in 1944…

11) “Peter”, “The Myth”:-

-A Russian wizard, had a long
history with “Victor”, came from a very
poor family and his parents used to
hate him because he had a sort of
distortion in his genes that made him
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look like a mentally retarded boy, saw
“Rumple” in one of his shows and
started to get attracted to magic, after a
lot of efforts; he could get to “Rumple”
and made him teach him magic in
return of his soul, that made “Peter” a
walking dead man, when he got
married; “Victor” got introduced to
“Peter’s” wife somehow while she was
in the circus and could attract her to
him easily by his magical charm, this
was the reason why “Peter” went to
“Rumple” and asked him to teach him
magic, this turned him to be a wizard
like “Victor” even if he wasn’t strong
enough to stop him, killed his own
ex-wife to send a message to “Victor”
telling him that he was hunting him,
joined “Karl’s” crew to hunt down the
British “Death” squad and “Victor”,
went after the “Soul” stone in “Turkey”
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but wasn’t so lucky to acquire it, got
shot dead by “Isaac”…

12) “Gabriel Lorenzo”, “Gab”:-

-An Italian soldier, the first
Italian soldier to be experimented on,
his government asked to have the super
soldier project and some arms support
in return of full alliance with
“Germany” in 1936; when they signed
the cooperation treaty and announced
joining the “Axis”, successfully became
a super soldier after the serum’s
development by “Klaus”, took place
during WWII, his friends in “Ethiopia”
helped him kidnapping “Zhana’s”
family, joined “Karl’s” division when
his Italian division got bombed by the
Royal air forces, reported dead during
the “Allies” invasion of “Sicily” in
1943…
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13) “Engel”:-

-A German Lieutenant in the
army, volunteered for the serum
experiment because “Klaus” wanted to
know the serum’s effect on females,
joined the “Nazi’s” forces invading
“France” and was one of the major
commanders and “Karl’s” personal
friend, murdered by “Isaac”…

14) “Yuta Yushin”:-

-A Japanese Captain in the
Imperial navy, was sent with several
other soldiers and sailors to be
experimented on using the new serum,
but only he survived the experiment
without complications, was a member
in the “Nazi” crew till the war started
and the fight with “China” became
more critical in 1937; specially when
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the Japanese started invading “China”,
the Chinese soldiers had a fantasy that
he was a son of a God or got gifted by
Godly powers, went back to lead in
battlefields against the Allied forces
later, murdered by “John”…

15) “Olga Maxim”:-

-A Soviet Major, from
“Byelorussia”, although her young age;
she was ranked Major fast, ordered to
build a secret unit of specialists and
freaks based on the Soviet intel about
the British “Death” squad and the
“Nazi’s” hitmen, her nice looks made
her attract attention fast, later it was
discovered that she had the power of
hypnotism, joined the Soviet forces
invading “Poland” with her team, had
a role in the fight against the Germans
in “Poland” when the war with
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“Germany” started in 1941, joined the
“KGB” in 1955, later she left the
intelligence work and got dismissed
from the army after complications in
her last mission, years later she was
called by “Joseph” to work with him
and “Walter” in the “Tower”
organization…

16) “Joseph”:-

-A Russian scientist and an
explorer, had a lot of researches about
the first temple in the world, the
“Gobekli Tepe” temple in “Turkey”,
“Olga’s” friend and gave her some info
about the temple, witnessed magic and
was saved by “Red” years ago, joined
“Walter’s” research facility, “The
Tower”, where he was heading the
artifacts and monuments division…
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17) “Fury Fedorovich”:-

-An Ukrainian powerhouse, a
mutant and his power was super
strength, born with his mutation,
“Olga” knew about him and recruited
him, refused to join “Volgin” in his
plan of dominating the “USSR” by
force, joined the Soviet military and
was a very powerful addition to the red
army, despite his strength and power;
he died during the German invasion to
“Kiev” by a shell tearing him apart,
believed to be trapped with 100s others
in death row in “Kiev” by “Volgin’s”
false intel…

18) “Sergei”, “Ocelot”:-

-A 23 year old gunner, a Russian
mutant, had the power of
concentration which made him good
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enough to shoot several hostiles around
him with 2 hand guns without missing
a shot and enough fast not to let any
hostile shoot at him, his accurate
shootings made him essential during
the war, 100s of Nazis died because of
him near “Moscow’s” suburbs causing a
chaotic retreat by the Nazis, refused
joining “Volgin” in his mad plan, got
shot by a sniper from the back in
December 4th 1941, the sniper was
“Volgin”…

19) “Igor Vsevolod”, “Toad”:-

-A human-shaped toad, his skin
was like lizards in characteristics but
like humans in color and wasn’t
affected by some bullets; but he could
get hurt by blades and sniper bullets,
Russian, had the ability to elongate his
tongue and catch things or hit someone
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with it, his tongue muscle was strong
enough to lift a man from his throat or
limbs, besides to his very high agility;
became a very unique soldier in the
red army, was added to the Soviet team
of specialists by “Olga”, joined “Volgin”
in his mad plan out of his fear of what
“Volgin” might do to him, later he
joined the “KGB” after “Volgin’s” death,
retired field and intelligence work in
1974, when he started writing his
diaries; he died in his house after a
huge explosion and the public reason
was ‘gas leakage’, but everyone knew
the truth; he was murdered by the
“KGB”…

20) “Ursula Rogers”:-

-A 22 year old American sniper
in the US military, volunteered to join
the French resistance after the German
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invasion to “France” in 1940, “Isaac’s”
friend, joined the “CIA” in 1947, then
joined “Shaw’s” special unit in the
“MI6” when the “CIA” abandoned her
in “East Germany”, got married and
had kids in mid 60s and retired the
intelligence work in 1969…

21) “Jana”, “Raven”:-

-A witch from another dimension,
had dark power and the ability to
control ravens and make them her eyes
which were everywhere, had several
other powers like [Empathy, Healing
factor, Control of mystical energy,
Barrier, Telepathy, Telekinesis, Energy
projection, Teleportation & Flight], her
skin was gray and her nails were long
and sharp all the time with yellow eyes,
vanished from existence by “Red’s”
cosmic fire generation power…
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22) “Freya”, “Princess Red”, “Red”:-

-A Goddess in “Scandinavia”
during the “Norse” era in the 12th &
13th centuries, used to be the Goddess of
love, beauty, fertility, gold, war &
death, after the Ragnarok; she lost her
magic and left “Scandinavia” to
“Canada” and used to have a
boyfriend who was the “Dark One”
before “Rumple”, she was expected to
be the new “Dark One” after him who
was getting old due to living for more
than 200 years, then “Rumple” killed
him and became the new “Dark One”,
as a student of the strongest wizard in
the world that time; she became a very
powerful witch and with some more
practice she became too hard to control,
had several dark powers such as
[Telekinesis, Telepathy, Cosmic fire
generation, Reality warping, Life force
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control, Teleportation, Space & Time
control], had red hair and used to be
dressed in red and green sometimes;
that’s why she was called “Princess
Red”, had a long love story with
“Victor” as “Anhur”, she was his
second true love after the Egyptian
Goddess of love, “Hathor”; then they
were separated at some point in history
and she left to live alone, fall in
struggles with “Raven” in the 19th

century and they became enemies ever
since but she was stronger than
“Raven”, was the one who stole the
samurai katana from “Mark” in the
future and took it back to the past,
murdered by “Judas”; by the same
katana she stole from the future…
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23) “Bianca”, “Owl”:-

-An American mutant, born with
her mutation, got the ability to fly with
feather wings, when she want to fly,
she makes her wings appear and fly,
when she’s on land; she could make
her wings disappear making her look
normal, had sharp sight and could
even see in complete darkness, had
high agility and reflexes, hate black
people and Jews like most Americans
that time, murdered by “Shaw’s” men
in “USA” when he knew that the
Americans were interrogating her…

24) “Rowan Kent”, “Iron Arm”:-

-An American guy, a former
sailor, a perfect soldier and a perfect
tracker, joined the navy but after a
short time of service; he lost his arm
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due to an accident in the sea, an
American corporation was working on
a special new project of bionic limbs,
that time this wasn’t accepted and
wasn’t guaranteed as a project, the
corporation used him to be
experimented on, the results were very
impressive, the arm was working
properly; but not always, and it was
made of steel and by time it started to
have complications, “Victor”
enchanted his arm and made it fix
itself whenever it got damages, it was
100 times stronger and could move like
a human arm without any delay with
fast reactions and high accuracy,
recruited by “Shaw” and as a fighter
he agreed to volunteer, retired the field
work in 1969 and joined the training
division in the “MI6”, died out of a
sudden Apoplexy in 1988…
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25) “Anya”:-

-A Polish nurse, fled from
“Poland” after the German invasion, a
mutant, had the power of healing
injuries and scars, recruited by “Shaw”
and she agreed; as something she could
do to help the world against the Nazi
evil, after the war she worked for
“Shaw” and he made a good use of her,
loved “Isaac” but he never felt
anything towards her, retired and
travelled back to “Warsaw” where she
lived and died…

26) “John Layton”, “The Wrench”:-

-A British-Australian mechanic,
his father was British and his mother
was Australian; but he was born in
“Australia”, used to be a sharpshooter
and a perfect sniper in his country’s
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army, quit the force in 1939 and had
his garage in “Melbourne” then had
another garage in “USA” later, “Floyd
Layton’s” grandfather was “John’s”
brother, “Elizabeth
Layton”-“Churchill’s” personal
secretary when he was prime minister
during WWII-was his relative; her
brother, “Micheal Layton”, was a pilot
in the Royal air forces and was close to
“John”, got recruited by “Shaw” in
return of a lot of money, when
“Australia” entered the war, he
volunteered again and was very
effective, faced an injury in 1944 and
got dismissed off duty, joined “Shaw’s”
special unit and was responsible of
several assassinations around the
world, left the field work and joined
the training division in the “MI6” for 2
years then he retired and travelled
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back to “Australia” and reopened his
old garage…

27) “Zhana”:-

-A Kenyan-Ethiopian girl, used
to live with her family in “Ethiopia”
since 1928 when she was a kid, when
the “Second Italo-Ethiopian War”
started in 1935 till 1939; her
grandparents died, her parents went to
live in “Kenya” when “Ethiopia” was
defeated, but some of her family
members couldn’t make it to “Kenya”
and got trapped in “Ethiopia”, she
lived a wild life in a hut in the forest
with whatever left of her big family, a
mutant, her power was weather
manipulation, could control cold, heat,
rain, snow, wind & thunder, in return
she couldn’t feel any cold or heat, got
recruited by “Shaw” as a payback from
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the Italians who killed a lot of her
family members and she agreed, when
her family were freed from the Nazis,
they were all sent to “Kenya” and she
lived with them there, died in 1953 by
“Isaac” during the “Mau Mau”
uprising, he didn’t wanna kill her but
she killed everyone in his unit and was
gonna kill him using her power
because that British unit killed 2 of
her cousins…

28) “Pierre”:-

-A former officer in the French
army, became a member of the French
resistance, one of “Shaw’s” contacts in
“France” and helped “Isaac” and his
friends a lot when they were in
“France”, joined the “Allies” forces
after the “Normandy” landing but
wasn’t so lucky to witness the victory,
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died during a German air-raid in
September 1944…

29) “Kitana”:-

-A Japanese spy, the first female
in the Imperial army, a cruel, ruthless
samurai and a war criminal, US forces
captured her in 1944, escaped in May
1945 and made it to “Okinawa”;
where she got shot by “Dona” after
defeating “Isaac” in a hand-to-hand
combat…

30) “Iveta Ozolins”:-

-A Soviet woman from “Latvia”,
got exposed to high radiations by
mistake during one of the Soviet
experiments, she was supposed to die
but she didn’t die; the radiation
evolved her senses and agile abilities
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making her everything the Soviets
might need for a super soldier, “Olga”
added her to the Soviet crew of
specialists, joined the “KGB” secretly
for years and no one heard from her
again after the “KGB’s” break-up in
1991…

31) “Wanda”, “Sword of Athens”:-

-A Greek female warrior in old
“Greece”, she was the special guard of
the “Olympias”; “Alexander The
Great’s” mother and the 4th wife of
“Philip II”, after sinning in the king’s
palace with another guard, she was
exiled and during sailing in the
“Black” sea; the ship crashed and she
found herself in another dimension, to
her she was there for 8 years, died
during the last battle with
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“Horus”-“Victor”-and his army of
gorillas in the lost dimension…

32) “Hans”:-

-A British werewolf, was a
scientist in 2004 and discovered that
he was a werewolf and that he
inherited this infection from his
ancestors since the 40s, after
continuous efforts he failed to create a
solution that made him in control of
his animal nature, so he resorted to
magic, in the 90s; “Rumple” gave him
a portion that made him able to turn
his look whenever he wanted and be
aware while being the beast, in return
of being in debt to “Rumple” later on,
was on his way to “Philippines” when
the plane crashed in this area over the
“Black” sea, to him he has been in that
dimension for 5 years, went back to his
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time after the battle with “Horus”, died
in 2010, murdered by one of
“Rumple’s” men that time, “Cobra”;
just because he refused to do something
bad “Rumple” asked…

33) “Hanna”:-

-A 27 year old Polish girl, used to
be a regular girl from 2 poor parents
and had 6 siblings, her family were
murdered and burnt alive by the Nazis,
“Shaw’s” men in “Poland” could
recruit her and made her send “Shaw”
all available info about the Germans
and what they were doing in “Poland”,
got uncovered and captured by the
Nazis, freed later by “Isaac” and his
friends, became “Isaac’s” girlfriend, got
pregnant from “Isaac” but she didn’t
have the chance to give birth; “Isaac”
shot her when she hit his head with a
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bottle, she did that when she realized
that he married “Nadia”, “Isaac”
didn’t love her, he just liked her…

34) “Dona Carter”:-

-An American Commander, her
father and family had their positions
in the US army, had her own unit and
she could successfully lead them in
several battles, one of the few ladies
who joined the savage battles in
“Europe” during WWII, joined the
forces securing the French-German
boarders behind the “Allies” when
they breached into the German
defenses, faced some German attacks by
the “Luftwaffe” in many occasions but
showed unique bravery till the end of
the war, worked for the military
intelligence (MI) till 1960 then she
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joined the “CIA” till she retired in the
80s…

35) “Ephraim Frankenberg”:-

-“Isaac’s” younger brother, the
closest one to “Isaac” when they were
kids, born in 1919, the only survivor
of the “Frankenberg” family after the
Nazi bombings to “Poole”, moved to
“Dover” and was homeless there with
his girlfriend who became his wife
later, found a way to travel to
“Douglas”-“Isle of Man” and had a
house there where he lived and died
with his wife and kids, “Isaac” found
him in 1951 and cut a deal with
“Isaac” not to meet again but to stay in
each others hearts…
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36) “Judas Iscariot”:-

-A Hebrew ancient man, one of
“Christ’s” 12 original apostles,
betrayed “Jesus” and delivered him to
the “Sanhedrin” in return of 30 silver
coins, “Victor” convinced him to agree
and deliver “Jesus” in return of
making him the most powerful mutant
on Earth and to make him immortal
with powers beyond God; according to
“Victor’s” promise, when it happened;
“Victor” gave him extraordinary
powers, after the curse; “Judas” powers
became [Super strength, Shapeshifting,
Multiplying, Cannibalism, Hypnosis,
Magic resistance, Super hearing & sight,
Super agility, Stamina, Flight,
Intangibility, Invisibility, Durability,
Photographic memory, Illusionist &
Mind reading], besides to his demonic
new look (green skin and red-orange
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eyes), lived and lived then he became a
‘Graf’ in the old German Empire and
when he was discovered to be a
Cannibal, he escaped and lived alone
in the castle known as the
“Frankenstein” castle in “Germany”
with no contact with humans except
only once on October 31st from every
year, which later became the
“Halloween”, this was the only time
when he gets out and hunt or kill
whoever he wanted, afterwards he
returns back to the castle
automatically; based on his deal with
“Victor”, later he was promised by
“Victor” to be the King of the world
when “Victor” becomes worshiped
again, got buried in the Earth’s core by
the “Sandman” after some
misunderstandings between him,
“Rumple” and “Victor”…
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37) “Nadia”:-

-A Christian Egyptian woman,
“Isaac’s” wife, the mother of [Dr. Frank,
Judge, Undertaker] and their sisters,
loved her husband more than
anything and anyone, died in June
1999…

38) “Arron Barton”:-

-An American First Sergeant in
the military, a mutant, served his
country in “Hawaii” and was there
during the “Pearl” harbour attack and
could save a lot of people with his
power, had the strongest skeleton on
Earth, his bones were much denser
than any regular human; which made
him a powerhouse next to his size, was
a fighting soldier during WWII and was
ordered to gather a team of mutants for
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secret ops, got recruited in the “Secret
Service” after the war, later he became
one of the special agents in the “CIA”,
got killed in line of duty during the
“Vietnam” war in 1969…

39) “Allison Bond”:-

-An American girl, a mutant,
used to be a medic in the US army, had
the power of seeing through walls and
objects, seeing who’s behind a wall will
make a battle easier against an enemy
hiding or taking cover, joined “Arron’s”
crew of specialists, later joined “Shaw’s”
special unit…
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40) “Watt”:-

-An American private, a mutant,
had the power of manipulating
electricity and anything electrical, was
a part of “Arron’s” team, got recruited
secretly by the “MI6”, worked with
“John” & “Rowan” for a long time till
he was found dead by hanging himself
in his apartment for no obvious
reasons…

41) “Horst Emmerich”:-

-A German Colonel, one of
“Hitler’s” consultants and trusted
people, obsessed by weird things and
mutants, supervised the “Beast’s”
manufacturing years earlier, was
interested in the “Abomination”
monster enough to order for a camp to
be placed on the “Alps” mountain near
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the cave where the monster was, bought
the “Thing’s” organs from doctor “Bert
Jackman” and sold them to “Volgin” in
return of samples from the Soviet
biological weapon, arrested in the 90s
in “USA” and was accused of being a
war criminal, died in prison years
later…

42) “The Sandman”:-

-An ancient creature, used to be
called “The Desert’s Punisher” by the
Egyptian God of Chaos, “Set”, lived in
the desert since the beginning of time,
used to live in “KSA’s” desert and
sometimes in the northern African
deserts after the Gods’ death by the
hands of “Elohim”, after killing
“Judas” and making the deal with
“Victor”, he became capable of turning
his shape and look like humans and
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used to live among humans since that
time…

43) “Marco”:-

-An AI program, created by the
“Task Force” organization in 2093 to
secure and protect the civilized
countries from mutants and Augs,
when any mutant, augmented or
criminal get caught with a major crime,
the program sends their consciousness
to another virtual dimension, a city by
the name of “Sin”; where mutants and
criminals there live forever and if they
get killed there, their brains die in real
life and die, had its own theories about
human existence but couldn’t do
anything about it, so it planned to
control it in 2100; putting everything
in its control even politics, but humans
were aware this time…
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44) “Mary Isaac”, “The English
Lioness”:-

-“Konrad’s” daughter, born in
2070, inherited “Rose’s” strength
which she inherited from “Ivy” due to
the “Green Goo’s” transportation via
DNA in females, unlike males,
“Konrad” didn’t inherit this from his
mother, her physiology was growing
naturally and she was really strong;
just like “Rose” when she was a kid,
grew up to be a perfect soldier, raised to
be strong and tough, her body was
perfect in shape like “Rose” & “Ivy”,
she was also blonde like them, became
an official soldier and was added to
the human forces against the mutants
& augmented, faced a lot battles with
several mutants with several abilities
and could take care of herself very well,
worked in the “Task Force” division for
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years then she was added to the special
security of the British prime minister;
“Rose” was the first prime minister
after splitting from the “Human Side”
that time, women like “Mary” were
rarely seen by people; she was unique,
her fit body and beautiful face made
her attractive to a lot of men, her
intelligence could be noticed easily by
anyone; next to her physical abilities,
hand-to-hand fighting techniques,
driving & shooting skills, and the fact
that she was 6’5” added more charisma
to her harsh personality, went
undercover and was accused of a crime
in the real world and was sent to face
her destiny in the slow execution,
which was sending the condemned to
the virtual dimension known as “Sin”
city, her mission was to screw “Marco’s”
plan to control human beings by
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destroying the program from the inside;
the only obvious door was “Sin” city…

45) “Shelton”:-

-The “Human Side’s” commander
in 2100, the second man in the
“Human Side” and the head of the
“Task Force” divisions, “Konrad” knew
him in the future and they worked
together side by side for years, in the
dimension; he was using a special look,
but in reality he was completely
different; just like “Konrad”, the
shocking thing that no one knew about;
was that “Bishop” was his great
grandfather…
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46) “Bert Jackman”:-

-An American surgeon,
responsible of the “Thing’s” autopsy,
got amazed and attracted to “Klaus’s”
work and the weird substances in the
creature’s cells and muscles, sold the
“Thing’s” organs to Colonel “Horst
Emmerich”, murdered by “Horst’s”
men when he started blackmailing
“Horst”…

47) “Hex”:-

-One of “Osiris’s” sorcerers, every
God had many sorcerers with them,
they’re created by the major God “Ra”,
always females with golden naked
bodies, “Osiris” gifted
“Victor”-“Anhur”-this sorcerer to
serve him and she kept doing that till
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“Victor” died in 2015; then she
vanished after his death…

48) “Dakhamunzu”, “Dak”:-

-An Egyptian pharaoh, princess,
fall in love with the “First One” before
being a powerful mutant, when he
became strong; he abandoned her and
later she knew that he was in love with
Goddess “Isis”, to avenge on him; she
went to an old witch south of “Thebes”
seeking power to kill the “First One”,
made a deal with that witch and
became the first ever “Dark One” in
history in return of making the old
witch someone important in the
kingdom, got caught before waking up
by “Osiris’s” priests and soldiers and
they condemned her and the old witch
to be mummified alive and to be
buried somewhere in the western desert,
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“Osiris” ordered the “Desert’s
Punisher”-“Sandman”-to guard her
tomb, but when the Gods died;
“Sandman” left the western desert, she
was locked in the trap Cube by “Victor”
for decades and her dagger was hidden
somewhere on “Mars” planet by
“Victor”…

49) “Jon Samuel”, “Dr. Sam”:-

-An American physician, used to
work in “Rockefeller’s” military
research center near “NY” city in 1990,
he was working in the Intrinsic Field
lab and he was one of those who built
the “Intrinsic Field Center’s” chamber,
after a mistake in time calculation; the
chamber blew a pulse earlier than
schedule and “Jon” was inside, the
door got locked and the fierce power
tore him part by part till he vanished
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from existence, he appeared in 2100
with Godly powers [Telekinesis,
Molecular manipulation, Atomic
manipulation, Super Strength,
Immortality, Flight, Teleportation,
Visions about the future, Healing factor,
Size shifting, Multiply, Super genius &
Invulnerability] besides to his light
blue skin and eyes…


